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chanakya was a very logical person. he was not a simple politician like modern politicians like to show it. he did everything in very logical manner. it was the foundation for modern administration and also for
modern management. he also explained about the decision-making process. so he is still famous. today, the entire political affairs of the world are done through chanakya nitishastra. once the company of

chanakya nitishastra who have ensured his decision making process in public service is very important. indira gandhi had a book named chanakya nitishastra. indira gandhi once said: "if you hear a call from
chanakya nitishastra, do not be confused. it is just the same as that of chanakya. you should develop your own principles. and should implement these principles." since she was a prime minister, she had to

execute the decisions of chanakya. but she took all the decisions based on her own principles and not according to chanakya. chanakya nitishastra one of the famous sanskrit book is very useful for our present
time and future generations. when the desire of development is high in the country, every citizen is supposed to follow the rules of this book. the simple verse of this book should always be followed to maintain

the purity of the society. the authors of this book always followed these rules. and that proved to be a very good governance. because they did not follow the worldly values and principles by themselves.
chanakya's policy work still holds a lot of relevance. chanakya's policy advice should be studied. it not only gives advice in the field of economics, politics and governance, but it also has some power to create a

new level of progress in the working world.
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chanakya’s ‘niti’ or ‘niti shastra’, a work on
political science, was compiled by his

master kautilya, and is considered to be an
excellent example of classical sanskrit

prose. it has been translated into various
languages, notably in telugu, and many

english translations have been made. the
“niti-shastra” and “kautilya” are the names
by which chanakya and kautilya are known.

chanakya or vishnugupta was an ancient
indian economist, philosopher, royal
adviser and he was the author of the

famous political science book which called
orthashastra. he was the creator of indian
ancient political science and economic and

his theory was an important role in the
economy of developing and really he is

considered the pioneer of political science
and economics in india. now ill share with
you indian ancient political science and
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economics ebook pdf chanakya niti shastro
in bengali which translated by shril

satswarup das goswami. get the ebook pdf
chanakya niti sastro . truly wonderful

teaching and coaching resources. all of the
teachers, college instructors, and peer
trainers at the advancing leadership

institute absolutely rock. the resources are
superb and extremely valuable. i use these
resources daily! do yourself a favour and

buy a subscription. you will not regret it. sir
greetings, sir i am radhakrushna gaur son
of narain damodar goswami, head of the

school of ancient indian studies, university
of pennsylvania. i am writing a dissertation

on kautilya's concept of statecraft. from
the most respected of niyoga-nyaya you
are requested to provide the link of the
books written by great india's scholars. i
shall be very much obliged. i have the

chanakya niti book in bengali pdf in mind.
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